Cylvia Hayes gets a 'Grimm' makeover to celebrate energy conservation
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Oregon's First Lady, Cylvia Hayes, took a "Grimm" step to inspire Oregonians to reduce their energy usage.

In response to more than 1,000 people accepting her "I Will if You Will" Earth Hour challenge to unplug their electronic media devices when not being used (thereby lessening the "phantom load" during April and May), Hayes got a less-than-flattering makeover.

A team of special effects makeup artists transformed Hayes into a Hexenbiest, one of the Wesen who make life challenging for Portland homicide detective Nick Burkhardt (David Giuntoli).

The video showing the process in sped-up time was filmed by the Clackamas Community College Digital Media Program, lead by Director, Andy Mingo.

Oregon's First Lady Cylvia Hayes' Earth Hour Challenge/Monster Makeover from Oregon Film on Vimeo.

As Hayes says in the video, the filmed-in-Portland "Grimm" is her "very favorite television show."

-- Kristi Turnquist
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